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Figur,e 2-Fixed differential gea» arrangement of References 3, 5,. and II. The example discussed
Type D. l above dea.rly indicates the necessity of develop-
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This study is focused 011 some features of the
geometry and kinematics of gear I'/Obbing opera-
tions. The principal goal is to determine the min-
imal hob idle distance that is required for com-
plete generation of the gear teeth. This task is
important in many aspects. especially for reduc-
ing the axial size of a hobbed shoulder-gear.
Reduction of the axial size of a bobbed shoulder-
gear leads to reduction of size and weight of the
shoulder-gear itself and of the gear train housing,
Developed by E. Buckingham, methods of analyt-
leal mechanics of gears are applied to determine
an exact minimal allowed length of the gear hob
idle distance, The results reponed in the paper
are applicable for manufacmring of spur and
helical involute gears . .Applying the results allows
one to reduce the axial size and weight of a gear
train and its housing. The consideration below is
focused on bobbing of involute gears. Slightly
modified results obtained ore applicable for hob-
bing of splines, sprockets, ratchets and other f01711
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Figure J-AII example of a cluster gear.

.I~

tooth profiles. The results obtained are important
for the application of multi-start hobs of small
diameter.

Introduct.ion
Almost any external tooth form that is uni-

formly spaced around a center can be hobbed,
Hobbing is recognized as an economical means of
producing spur and helical gears with involute
tooth. profiles. Although the hobbing processis
often associated with manufacturing of gears and
splines, many other forms call be cut. Due to its
versatility, bobbing is also recognized as an eco-
nomic means of producing ratchets, prockets and
other pecial forms,

But a problem appear in mass production of
cluster gears (Fig. I), for example. in manufactur-
ing transmissions in the automotive industry. For
economic reasons, both gears in a cluster gear
need to be hobbed and not machined with a gear
shaper cutter. Productivity of gear bobbing opera-
tions significantly exceeds that of gear shaping
operations. Moreover, bobbing of a cluster gear
can be performed on the same hobbi ng machine
and in the same set-up without work resetting.
Therefore, hobbing of cluster gear does not waste
time: a) for unloading the gear hobbing machine.
b) for transporting gear blanks to a gear shaping
machine. c) for installing gear blanks again on the
gear shaper ..and d) for solving a specific problem
of gear facing. This last issue is important for
manufacturing a multi-flow gear train, for exam-
ple,in manufacturing planetary reducers, where
torque to be transmitted is splitting all two or
more flows.

However, the principal di advantage of gear
bobbing operations is that usually only cluster
gears with long enough necks can be hobbed.
Increasing length l of a neck: increases a cluster
gear's axial size. and thus increases the weight of
the gear cluster itself. It also increases the weight
of gear shafts and gear housings. In the case of
1=l"'ill , size L could be significantly reduced to
L"'il! (Fig. 2), This size reduction corresponds to a
reduction of size and weight in a car transmission .
The example above (Fig. 2.1) is taken from



ing methods of hobbing clustergears with the
shortest neck, i.e, cluster gears with l=lmill '

In the paper, notation of parameters recom-
mended by ANSYAGMA (Ref. I) is used.

Literary Survey
A few directions of hob feed are recognized.

Downward feed direction (in conventional gear
bobbing) and upward feed direction (in climb
gear bobbing) are mostly used.

The reduction of total hob travel distance
leads to a reduction of total gear bobbing time
and is widely recognized. The parameters IQfII
gear to be machined are given anda gear manu-
facturer cannot change them. Gear manufacturers
cannot reduce gear face width. A total hob travel
distance can. be reduced if one gets to know the
shortest allowedlength of approach distance and
the shortest allowed hob idle distance, In this
paper, the shortest allowed hob idle distance is
considered ..

A hob rotates about its axis (Fig. 3), with a
constant angular velocity wh• Simultaneously, the
hob moves along the work axis in the feed direc-
tion (or in the opposite direction in a convention-
a] gear hobbing operation).

Cutter total travel distance AD (Fig .. 3) is
equal to the sum of the hob approach distance
AB, [ace width Be,. and hob idle distance (or hob
overrun) CD.

The hob approach is the distance that the hob
has to travel parallel to the gear axis, frOIDthe
point of initial contact between the hob and the
point where center distance reaches the first gear
face (at the point B). TIle hob approach distance
can be computed by knowing the appropriate for-
mula, which is available in Reference 4.

The gear [ace width is indicated on the part
print. Its length cannot be changed by gear man-
ufacturers.

The hob idle di lance, a distance required to
complete generating of the entice set of gear teeth,
is the linear hob carriage travel beyond the sec-
ond gear face C.

There is no complete understanding of what
the hob idle distance exactly is and how to compute
it minimally, allowing length for hobbing a given
cluster gear. For example, in accordance with rec-
ommendations given by hob manufacturer FEllE
GmbH: "No idle distance, except for a afety
allowance, is required for straight teeth" (Ref. 4).
lmpact of the Hob Idle Distance OD Axial Size

of a Robbed Cluster Gear
The length.of the hob idle distance is not equal

to the length of the hob approach distance (Fig. 4).
www.p.ow.erl.ran.smiss.ion·.com

Figure 3-Kinelllatics of climb hoMing of all
involute gear.

Figure 4-Comparisoll. of length of tile hob
approach distance E CllId of the hob idle distallce U.

Length of the hob approach distance is equal
to the height of the highest point, BI' on the pen-
etration curve above the horizontal plane through
the center distance-through the intersection of
the cutter and gear axes (Fig. 4). When the hob is
away from the upper face of the gear, the pene-
trationcurve intersects the upper face at points C[
and C2• This makes it evident that the length of
the hob idle distance U is always shorter than the
length of the bob approach distance E. In order to
reduce axial size, bobbing cluster gears usually
starts from the open end, where there is enough
room for hob approach distance, and finishes at
the opposite end, where there is a lack of space
for the hob.

The hob idle distance U affects the axial size
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of a hobbed cluster gear and 8. hobbed shoulder-
gear as well, When a longer idle distance U is
required, a longer cluster gear neck {",In is neces-
sary, and jhe axial size of the cluster gear
becomes larger and vice versa (Fig. 4). As is evi-
dent in Figure 4, the minimal length of a cluster
gear neck {mill depends on the hob idle distance U,
i.e. i"';11 = i"'in (U).

To cut gear hobbing time and minimize the
axial length of a cluster gear, the hob idle distance
must be as short as possible. At the same time, the
length of the hob idle distance must be sufficient over 250 scientific papers.
tor completing generation of the entire gear tooth and received over 150
surface. As mentioned above, in gear hobbing patents in the field.
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Figure 5 The auxiliary phatltom rack Ras an
enveloping surface to consecutive position's of the
tooth surface of the gear to be maclJined~

Fiirur:e6-Devwtion of an actual gear tooth sur-
/acejr:om tl,edesired gear tooth surface caused by
lack of the hob idle ,distance.

enhanced and developed here, A numerical exam-
ple is also provided.

Impact Of.9 Gear Hob-Setting An,gle on the
Hob Idle Distance

It is convenient to evaluate tile impact of a
gear hob-setting angle on the hob idle di tanee by
considering a simple degenerated case, like when
the hob-setting angle ~h is equal 10 zem (~h; D°),
111rnachi n:inga spurgear ..this occurs when ~h = 0°,
the crossed-axes angle k,. i.e. the angle that makes
axes of the gear 0 g and of the hob 0/1' is equal to
a right angle (L ; 90°),

For climb hobbing (Fig. 7.1), the hob idle
distance U is measured from the upper face of the
gear to be machined, Generating the gear tooth
profile with the hob begins the instant that straight
generatrix E/') of the recessing flank: of the hob
tooth profile in its horizontal position reaches the
lower face of the work (Fig. 7.2). When the hob
travel distance exceeds the length II = db,h (here
db.h is the hob base diameter), the opposite flank
of the hob tooth profile enters the gear profile. In
this case, both flanks of the gear tooth are gener-
ated simultaneously. Generating the gear tooth:
profile accomplishes this in an instant, when the
slrilight generatrix EtJ

) of the opposite Hank (of
the approaching flank) of the hob tooth in its hor-
izontal position reaches the upper face of the work
(Fig. 7.2). In the case under consideration. the
length of the hob idle distance U is equal to half a
base diameter of the hob, i.e U = D.5db.h . This is
the shortest allowedhob idle distance. To accom-
plish the generation of the gear tooth profile, it is
required that the cutter travel distance is equal to
or exceeds L 2:. Fll + db.h . It is important to point
out here that the shortest allowed hob idle distance

operations, the gear blank. is rotating around its
axis Og with a constant angular velocity rog• The
auxiliary phantom rack R is traveling with a con-
stant speed V . The velocities eo and V are syn-r g,.

chronized in the manner that the auxiliary rack R could not be less than O.5db.l! •

p.itch surface Wr is rolling without sliding over The above approach (Fig. 7.2) can be utilized
the gear pitch cylinder of radius Rw.g • For machin- when the gear hob-setting angle is not equal to
ing the entire length of the gear, it is required that zero and this angle is positive. In this case, the
the gear hob generates the auxiliary rack R of straight generatriees Eia) and E2(') (Fig. 7.3) are
width F, that is equal to or exceeds width Fg of similar to the straight generatrices E/a) and Et)
the gear to be machined (Fig. 5). :inFigure 7.2, additionally shifted Oil the distance

A lack of length of the hob idle distance au B relative to each other along the gear axis. The
causes deviation of the actual tooth surface from value of the parameter B, depends on the length of
its desirable shape (Fig. 6). The length of au the gear tooth profile-generating zone and on the
depends only on the relative location of the gear gear hob-setting angle. This question is explained
hob in the axial direction of the gear to be in more detail below. Distance 3 increases the
machined .. It does not depend on hob diameter, length of thehob idle distance U and the total hob
while maximal deviation S* of the actual gear travel distance, which is necessary for accom-
tooth surface from the nominal gear tooth surface plishing the generation of the gear tooth profile.
does. It is evident that, in general. Figure 7..3 pro-

The initial solution to the problem is vides us only with qualitative results. It cannot be
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motion. First of all, the axis of rotation of a cylin-

drical. hob is parallel. to the auxiliary rack pitch sur-
face Wr• Secondly, orientation of the hob axis of

rotation may vary relative to the pitch plane Wr
(Fig, 8).

The idea of the gear hob- erring angle ~h can
be traced back to a publication by 13, Buckingham
(Ref. 2).

The auxiliary rack tooth makes an angle 'Ilr
with the gear axis Og . Very oftea, thi angle is
called the auxiliary rack pitch helix angle (Ref. 1)..

The gear hobaxis of rotation intersects the center
distance C. In Figure 8, the center distance is depict-
ed as a point C of intersection of the center distance

and of the auxiliary rack. pitch surface Wr•

The straight line °Oh (parallel to the plane sur-
face Wr) through the point C is orthogonal to the
auxiliary rack tooih, For a spur gear, it is parallel

lathe gear face, The gear hob axis of rotation

makes a certain angle with the straight line °DiJ .
The gear hob axl of rotation +Oh makes a positive

.angle + Sh > 00 W.ilh the straight line aDII• The gear
hob axis -0Il m.akes a. negative angle -t;;b < 0° with
the arne straight line 00" .

We suggest naming the angle 'hthe gear hob- FigrlT"tJ 8 Front view 011 tile auxiliary plum tom
setting angle (Ref. 7). It is necessary to stre here rack R 0/ allillllolute J,ob (see Fig. 5). -
that the gear hob-setting angle ~h is a parameter of crossed-axis angle .I= 900 isknown. In this case,
a hob design. Its value doe- not have to equal the the gear hob-setting angle is equal to zero (Fig.

value of the gear hob lead angle I..h = 90°_ \II" . 9.2). The same method can be applied to hobbing a
However, due to the restriction explained below, the helical gear. ~n the last case, the value of the
difference between the angles ~h and Allcannot be era sed-axis angle. can be computed bythe formula

signifieant. The equality ~h :::: A.h mayor may not I:::: 900
_ \lIg •

take place, For example (Fig. 9), the arne spur Finally, an involute gear can be machined
gear with a given parameter of its design can be with a hob with negative hob-setting angle: ~h -c 0°
machined with a few gear hobs of various hob-set- (Fig. 9.3).Inthi ca e, cro sed-axi . angle I = 90°

ting angles ~h' but with the arne hand of hob lead + ~h exceeds 90°. It i important to stress that such
angles. an opportunity for gear bobbing operation exists

Usually. the gear hob- etting angle is positive mostly theoretically. The top cutting edge of a gear

(~h > 0°) and i approximately equal to the hob hob tooth with negative hob- etting angle 'h
lead angle A.n. In thl ca e, cro ed-axisangl.e.I::::: become 100 shOI1 or has negative length. For this

900-'h i .les than 90° (Fig. 9. I). reason, the gear hob with 'h < 0° does not have a
The method of pur gear hobbing with right wide application in contemporary manufacturing
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applied for computing the length of the hob idle

distance in quantities.

Wlten reducing the axial length of a duster
gear ,or hobbing an involute gear with any given

value of pitch helix angle 'Ils it is preferable to
design something that enables a crossed-axes

angle ~= 90° with a gear hob. To continue the
analysis, it is required to clearly understand the

gear hob-setting angle 'h'
While generating the ma.chining surface of a

gear .lilOb,the auxiliary rack R performs a screw

motion with the hob axis as the axis of the screw

FiglU'e 7-The ,impact of gear Ilob.settblg angle o.n:
the lengll, 0/ the ',ob idle distance in climb 110bbing
o/illvolute gears.

-I



be considered as two completely different param-

eters of the design of the gear hob. In orne cases,

the parameters of a gear hob design, Ah, and ~"
can be equal (or almost equal) to each other. In
general, this requirement is not mandatory. In the

example above (Fig. 9) the hand of the gear hob

lead angle All remains the same for all three cases,
and for all of the ecases it is positi ve (Ah > 0").
However, the value of the lead angle A.1/ for each
of ,the three cases does Clot remain the same. The

hob-selling angle ~h also can vary ..It can be pos-
itive (Fig. 9.1), equal to zero (Fig. 9.2), or even

negative (Fig. 9.3) as well. Under such a varia-

tion, the value of the lead angle Ah also varies, but
its hand remains the same. The sjgn of the lead

angle Aiz does not change.

Detennining Parameters ora. Gear Hob for'
Machining the Shortest Cluster Gear
Gear hob outside diameter is the most critical

issue inmach:in:ing a cIustergear with the hob when
the crossed-axes angle L = 90°. Usually, a gear hob
outside diameter D(),h can be expressed as: DO.I!:;:: 2
(AB + Be + COh) (Fig. 10). This formula yields an
expression for Do.h which is explained further in
Equation 1 in the box: on page 49.

In Equation I, whole tooth depth is desig-
nated as h/ (Ref. I).

Aiming for II reduction of size and weight of
II car transmission. the portion BC of the hob

outside diameter has 10 be eliminated. It is
required thai BC = 0.. Under such an assumption,
Equation I reduces to a formula shown as
Equation 2 in the box.

Hob base diameter db,h can be computed
from the formula (Refs. 7. 9 and JO) shown in
Equation 3 in the box; note that:
In is the gear hob modulus;Figure l1-Vrlfolded section oft"e gearill Figure 6

by tile pilell cylinder of diameter d thaJ is eo-axial to Zh is the number of the gear hob starts;
the gear. Letters "a,", "c" ,amj' "d" i,l Figur:e (} cor- 'lPn is the gear hob normal pressure angle.
respon.dto'the same points ill Figure 11. Further reduction of the hob outside diarne-

of gears. ter D 0.11 Is restricted with the necessity of satisfy-
For machining a spur gear. it is required to ing the first condition of part surface generation

maintain the gear hob-setting angle Sil = 0.0 '(Fig. (Ref. 8). In cases, D ().II < 2111 + d
b

.
1I

' first necessary
9) . .In this case, the gear hob helix angle becomes condition of proper part surface generation is not
very small, \jill approaching 0°. However, the satisfied. and thus, the gear tooth cannot be

angle "'II remains positive (\If" > 0°). machined in accordance to the gear drawing.
For machining a helical gear with a certain Figure 10 reveals that for the cases of right

helix angle \jig. It is required to maintain the gear crossed-axis angle 1: =90D, length I of tile cluster

bob-setting angle ~,,= -'I'g' In both cases, this gear neck can be calculated from the formula in
yields the cross-axis angle 1: = 900

• The difference Equation 4.

('VII - 'Vg) is equal to 0.°, The hand of the gear .110b In Equation 4:

start is opposite to the band of the gear start. D .isthe outside diameter of the cluster gear's
0·8

Figure 9 clearly illustrates that the hob lead larger gear, i.e, of the shoulder (see Fig. 10);

angle All' and the gear hob-setting angle ~II have to d! is the form diameter of the cluster gear's
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0""J' 10 be M eehined

0 .... Hob OcotHob ~. <0' a_Hob~. >0'

). 2. 3.

Figure 9-Relative onentationof tile spur gear to be machined and of the gear
hob willi. tile gear hob-setting angle ~" I-positive, 2-eq.ual to zero,alld 3-negative.

D•.• Diameter du

Figure .to-Computing milJimal cluster gear axial
length.
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mailer gear, i.e. of tile pillion ( ee Fig. HI)..

In a11 cases when d, + D I .s D • length I,.p 0.' o.g
of the cluster gear neck is equal to .I ;;;; O.5(du +
Do.h)·

The results yield the resultant formula for l,
shown in Equation 5.

To ensure right crossed-axe . angle .I = 90°.
the gear hob- euing angle is a signed equal to the
gear helix angle, but with the opposite sign, Le,'h= - \jig' For computing the minimal! length [min

of the gear cluster, .it is required (0 resolve the set
of two equations with two unknowns:

~ =0 and at = 0
aZh (hp"

Equation 5 yields both of these equations.

The number of gear hob start Zh' calculated from
the above set of two equations, usually isa frac-
tion. It is required 10 approximate it to the nearest
integer number, and afterwards 10 recalculate the
final value of the corresponding hob norma] pres-

sure angle '¢l".In cases where the calculated value
of Zh is close to mid-interval of two consequent
integer numbers. it is required to recalculate the

value of the corresponding hob pres ure angle for
both cases. Afterwards. il..i neee sary to elect
thai. value which ensuresa longer gear hobtop

cutting edge.

Another way for computing t",;n could be
developed. The num.ber of start Z" of a gear hob
could be as igned several consequent integer val-

ue : Zh = I. Zh = 2. and so 011. urthennore,it i
required to re olve the equation

EQ'UAliIONS

(I)

(2)

d;;; /1I,Zh 'cosq,,,
. b.1I J ' ,J- cos- -: cos-Sh

(3)

(5)

-[8 J·coscP.· mnl!'. + Jrs J' ·(cos~.)' . (11Inl!'.)' -[to]' -(~~:!J-2 ·R. 'IS1]
/\V(ol= (6)

co 'V.

J2 . .R ·[b]
fW(o) ~ p

cos\jJ'p (7)

(8)

lsin 2 ~_ + tan ~SI.,tamv h.h ;;;;-'!V_---'..::,, __ --=..:.:...
cos~.

(9)iJJ
--=0

d¢lII

for each integer value of Zh . Finally. it i required
to elect the smallest possible ZIJ . b is al 0

stronglypreferred that the difference between the

gear hobnormal pres ure angle ¢l'"and the hob
normal pressure angle would bethe mallest po -
sible, This results in the longest top cutting edge
of the hob.

Impact. of Tolerance on Length of the Hob
Idle Distance

Figure II shows the unfolded ection of the
gear (Fig. 6) by the pitch cylinder of diameter d,
which is co-axial 10 (he gear. Points A, C, and D
in Figure 6 eorrcspoad to the arne points A, C,
and B as in Figure II.

IIIorder to complete thegeneration of a per-
feet gear tooth in its longitudinal direction, it is
required that the gear hob overrun would be

equal to or wouidexeeed the hob idle di lance U.
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( 13)

3·5 ,c0514.5"
d.h h =J.. . = 44.623 mm

.1-cos214.5 C05
2 12.4"

(10)

tan = Jsin
1

14.S'+lan
l

12.4' =0.344 '''h.h = tan·'(O.344) = 18.992 (II),
IJIH 1:0814.5" "t'

\Ill. = tan-1(.!!..... tamp hh) = tan-l(~. 0.344) = 28.365'
db.II 44.623

(12)

R. == R ;;; ,.170
2

- 44 ..623
2

0..344 = 78.025 111m
p I.h 2 sin 28.365' sin 14.5°
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The hob overrun must not be less than the hob
idle distance U. In cases where the actual hob idle
distance is shorter than or equal to U.the actual

longitudinal profile AD of the gear tooth deviates
from its desirable l.ongitudinaJprofile AC
(Fig. 11). Maximal deviation occurs at the point

D. at which deviation is equal toS. It is required
that the maximal deviation 0, does not exceed tol-

erance [0] on the gear tooth accuracy. The length
AU depends on the relative location of the work

and on the involute hob in axial direction of the

work.
Incorporating a tolerance on gear tooth lon-

gitudinal profile yields a, significant reduction of

the length of the required gear hob idle distance.

Analysis of Figure 1i yields a formula for com-

putation of the allowed shortening of the hob idle
distance that is shown in Equation 6.

For engineering computation, a simplified

approximate formula is valid and presented in
Equation 7.

In that equation, Rp;;;;; R l.h is the first princi-
ple radius of curvature of the machining surface

of the involute hob.
]t is already proven (Refs. 9, 10) that the

value of the first principle radius of the machining
surface of the involute hob can be computed, The

computation method i explained in Equation 8.

Base helix angle 'V'b.h call be calculated from
the formula laid out in Equation 9.

For example, for the left-hand involute gear
hob of modulus m =. 3 rnm with pitch diameter d
= 70 mm, normal profile angle ,an;;;;; 14,30°,. num-

ber of starts Z" = 5, and hob-setting angle /;,,,=
12.4 0

, one can compute the hob base diameter by
using the formula in Equation 10.

The hob base helix angle is equal to two for-
mulas listed in Equation 11,

The hob helix angle (Ref. 6) can be found in

Equation 12.
The above results yield a final calculation

shown in Equation 13.
That result yields U = 28.47l rnm, In the case,

with the tolerance equal to 0= OJ mm, one can
compute that t!.U ::: 4.561 mm •.and therefore the

actual hob idle distance required for perfect invo-
lute gear tooth profile generating is equal to U" :::
28.47]-3.949;::: 23.910 mm. Hob idle distance U*
= 23.910 mm is 19.1 % shorter than Lhe hob idle
distance U = 28.471 mm, This reduces the length

of the hob idle distance that leads to corresponding
reduction of the size and weight of a cluster gear
and of the gear train hen ing as well.

Conclusions
Methods of analytical mechanics of gears are

applied to determine the exact minimal axial

length of 3. cluster gear 1'OIr conventional and
climb hobbing of spur and helical gears. The
results reponed in the paper allow users to cut

bobbing time and to reduce the size and weight of
a gear train and its housing. The approach is espe-

cially important for applying the multi-start hob

of small diameter. A similar approach can be util-
ized for bobbing of a non-involute profile, for

instance, while machining splines, sprocket.
ratchets, etc. The results presented might be

incorporated as a part into software for CNC hob-

bing machines. 0
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